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“Is there any chance for the
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40”
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• This PhD study is a part of a Project “ Analysis of Aversive Strategies to Impact of Climate Change” in the pacific- A case
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Background

• 992 Islands, rich in blue lagoons and coral
reefs, 80% of population lives with 1.5km
coastlines (Gagahe, 2011)

• Between 1980 and 2009, the country

experienced 17 disasters (extreme events),
costing over USD 20 million and affecting
over 300,000 people, i.e., to around 60 per
cent of the country’s population (Lal 2011),

• 29 years period – there were 17 extreme
events @ 1.5 – 1.7 years sequence,

• USD$20m / 17 = USD$1.2m per event,
• PICs experience 6-8 EEE p.a, [frequency,
intensity, duration]

Context – Solomon Islands

• Population 600,000 = majority in rural

areas (Kimi2016)
• 2018 – 12.7 % of the population lives
below the poverty line, (Kimi,2018)
• 20% population lives in the urban centres
= 600,000 = 112,000
• 35% of the Honiara population lives in
the squatter settlements = 39,200
(HTCPB (Honiara Town and Country

Planning Board), 2015)

• Poverty highest in the urban centres

(varies across the provinces 5.6 to 31.5%
in Makira Province (Kimi,2017)

Literature
• Study focused on Extreme environment events (EEE) (Falkland, 2002);(
IPCC2014).

• Hostility for humans to survive;
• EEE not only confined to climate change,

• Anthropogenic induced events – these includes, floods, cyclones,
warming, and extended to tsunami’s

global

Adaptive Capacity
• The ability, competency, or capacity of a system to adapt to (to alter to better
suit) climatic stimuli (essentially synonymous with adaptive capacity) (IPCC
2014; IPCC 2007),

• Lingake between vulnerability (poverty ), resilience ( socio-economics )
Smit, B., & Wandel, J. (2006); Ha’apio & Ricardo, (2015), Adaptation.

Collective household model
•
•

The maximum level of household utility is given by,
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥,𝑞

∞
𝑈
𝑡=0

𝑥, 𝑞 𝑒 −𝜆𝑡 𝑑𝑡

•

Subject to: 𝑔1 𝑥, 𝑞 ≤ 𝑌; 𝑔2 𝑥, 𝑞 ≤ 𝑄; 𝑥 ≥ 0; 𝑞 ≥ 0,

•

where 𝑔1 𝑥, 𝑞 ≤ 𝑌 is the budget constraint , the solution (𝑥 ∗ , 𝑞 ∗ ) is also consistent with a maximum level of community’s
utility in a case of collective cooperation. The vector𝑥 ∗ = (𝑥𝑐∗ , 𝑥𝑎∗ ), is compounded by an optimal set of consumption goods 𝑥𝑐∗
and an optimal set of palliative or aversive market goods 𝑥𝑎∗ to damages from extreme events.

•

Ostrom Elinor (2014) ( Community Management of communal resources) Nowak, M.
A. (2006) Evolution of Cooperation ,

Hypothesis

• Income net-worth is a poor measure of
community and household wellbeing,

• House-hold net-worth is critical to
responding to the impact – extreme events
and climate change,

• Ostrom 2014, Nowak,2006

Methodology – Case study approach
• SITE 1 Keigold, Western SI - The event in western province of Gizo and around

Ranogha Island -53 deaths, cost millions dollars, Ranogha Island was raised 3.5m (Brian G.
McAdoo (2008)(Ha’apio et al 2018)

• SITE 2 April Ridge, Honiara, SI- The Single event – flash flood, it cost the country

USD$109m (10% GDP), Economic growth 0%, 24 deaths, (World Bank, 2015; (Ha’apio et
al 2018).
• Questionnaires & FDGs 120 people; this represented the household heads and cross
sections of the communities
• Thematic Analysis and also analysis of livelihood and socio-economic factors

Table 1 : Respondents per measurement instrument and study site and population
Site 1
Instrument

Site 2

Keigold

Sample:
Semi-structured questionnaires

Mataniko
Riverside

April Ridge

Total

35

15

24

36

110

5
(25)

1
(6)

4
(24)

4
(28)

14
(83)

29

9

38

44

120

82
(480)

21
(111)

116
(769)

130
(851)

349
(2,211)

Focus groups
(participants)
Survey questionnaires
Population:
Total households
Total people

Mondo

Source: Household survey September, 2015

Table 2 Phases of Thematic Analysis as per Braun & Clarke (2006)
Phases

Process

Result

Reflexivity Journal Entries

1

Familiarising with the
data

Assignment of preliminary
codes

Re-reading through the interview questions
questionnaires, noting with initial concepts/ideas.

2

Generation of initial
ideas

Data are given codes and
collate into similar codes

Provide why certain data will be amalgamated, how
researcher is asking questions and why codes are
interrelated

3

Searching for themes

Lists of candidate themes
for further analysis.

The RJE needs to disclose how codes were combined and
interpreted.

4

Reviewing themes

Justify how and why codes were given and how the data
answers the research questions.

5

Defining and naming
themes

Reviews patterns developed
and realign wherever
possible
Themes are selected and
refined for clear directions

6

Producing the report

and

The researcher provides description of the themes
developed.

A detailed description of the Noted why some themes are more useful to the study
results.
over others.

List of preliminary codes - RESULTS
Code
Everywhere was disaster – no need to build good houses

16

Code
People must live within their means and control their expenses

2

Government should assists communities in disgrace

17

Income is important to better livelihood

3

Family support is very important during disaster times

18

In spite of disasters, people will prevail generation after generation

4

All the communities are vulnerable to climate change and EEEs.
Therefore there is no escape
Community chief plays a role in caring for the community – Mondo
and Keigold communities
Climate has changed and has become more brave - rain is heavier,
storms are stronger
Education is important to support adaptation

19

God is punishing this world – End of time is near

20

Leaders are rebellious – thus we have to face all these punishments

21

22

The world has been here for thousand years: Therefore climate change is not
real
We are poor and we have not many choices to take cover from disasters

8

We need to change the way how we face the catastrophes

23

We rely on fishing for a living, that’s why we need to live near the shore

9

We know it is risky but this is the way we have been always living

24

Everyone is going to die one day

10

Government took too long in assisting the village after the tragedy

25

The aid was insufficient

11

If our family would not have assisted we would have been lost

26

Many lives were saved because of family and friends aid

12

Response of family and community to the disaster

27

climate change is a scam

13

Preparation for future catastrophes? Yes/no??

28

14

Economically desperate households are settled mainly at disaster 29
prone areas – becoming vulnerable communities surrounding the
growing city
The purpose of the earlier settlements were economically motivated 30
at these locations

What would be needed to do to avoid such catastrophic impacts in the
future?
Weak city council authority by law – failing to prevent households settling at
vulnerable or disaster prone areas.

1

5

6

7

15

The government promised to help the affected communities.

Thematic analysis process

Table 3 Searching for emerging themes
Preliminary

Description

theme

Associated codes
(See Table 3)

(v)

Family-and community aid and support in times of disgrace is key important 3, 5, 11, 12, 26
to respond to catastrophes
Claim for a major role of government in disasters (in preventing, and assisting 2,10,25,29,30
before and after the catastrophe)
Nothing to do in respect climate change and natural catastrophes.
1, 9, 4, 18, 19, 20, 24,
(Resignation and acceptance of the situation)
21,27
Climate change is the topic of the discussion (Adepts and detractors of
4, 6, 21, 27
Climate Change)
Need for a change in the way how we face catastrophes
7,8,13, 28

(vi)

Poverty is a determinant of vulnerability to disasters

14, 15, 16,17, 22, 23

(vii)

Dependency on natural resources. Location was necessary because of the
availability of land for gardening and, natural resources as source of food.

9, 14, 23

(viii)

Dependency on the social network. Location was necessary for the need to
live together as a community.

3, 5, 11

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Applications
•
•
•
•
•

The GDP of SI = USD$1.2B, Population 600,000 = GDP PC=USD$1,904
USD$1,904/365 = USD$5.20

12.7% of the population live below poverty line 1- USD$1.9, (UN)
20% of the population lives Honiara, and most urban centres
USD$0.62- USD$3 : USD$1.2 = 70% (Ha’apio et al, 2018),

Income vs Expenses
30%

Percentage of respondents

25%

20%

15%
Monthly Income
Monthly expenses

10%

5%

0%
103-122

125-194

195-250

258-380

385-490

Household Budgets in USD$

495-590

>600

60%

HOUSEHOLD INCOME NET WORTH

Respondents in percentage

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
0

-

1,940

1,950 - 3,800

3820 - 5,800

5,825 -7,760

7,765 -9,700

9,710 -12,90

Household Income Net worth Value

> 13,000

Discussions : Income net worth v household
net worth (value)
• Income net worth is not a good measure of household wellbeing,
• GDP , modest in PIC with USD$1.2 b, not true reflection of wellbeing,
• How much of these translated into the household income, household net
worth,

• People perceive to be poor, Most people don’t care to conserve
environment, unless there must be transformation process, communities,
political levels,

Conclusion

• Is there any chance for the poor to cope
with extreme environment events?

• Income “net- worth” (no)
• Household “net worth”
• Yes

Policy Recommendations
• Fin activity (GDP) is not a good measure to

•
•

•
•

value the wellbeing of the community (critical
to adaptation)
Social Capital – Community support is
critical-“wantoks” Kere Kere, (Fiji)
Fa’asamoa (Samoa) (Paper under review)
Natural Capital - Conservation of resources
(Valuation of resources) “National Capital
Inventory” – MPAs, Environment
conservations – Ha’apio et al (2015)
Human Capacity - researchers, practitioner in
the community ) (Ha’apio et al (2017)
Transformation communities (physical and
social improvement structures) (Ha’apio et al,
(2018)

Thank
You
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